
HURLEY 2nd v Coleshill 1st   Date: 12th May 
 
Played at Coleshill 
 
Innings of Coleshill 1st 
 
D. Spencer  b. Wright 4 

S. Grover  b. E. Hussain 41 

S. Pottinger c. Taylor b. Fernando 21 

C. McDuff c.& b. M. Hussain 6 

D. Stay LBW b. E. Hussain 14 

R. Amar  b. E. Hussain 16 

M. Ljubisic  b. E. Hussain 1 

J. Taylor  b. E. Hussain 0 

A. Edwards  b. M. Hussain 4 

C. Edwards  b. E. Hussain 2 

C. Saunders Not out  4 

  Extras 22 

  Total 135 

  For 10 

    
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

S. Riaz 8 0 30 0 

D. Wright 6 1 16 1 

N. Fernando 4 0 30 1 

E. Hussain 8.5 2 20 6 

M. Hussain 7 1 32 2 



Innings of Hurley 2nd  
 
M. Walton  b. Amar 15 

D. Wright  b. A. Edwards 17 

P. Hunjan LBW b. McDuff 0 

M. Hussain c. Ljubisic b. Saunders 7 

C. Ainger  b. Spencer 7 

C. Williams c. McDuff b. Taylor 9 

N. Fernando c. Spencer b. Amar 7 

S. Riaz c. Saunders b. Spencer 16 

E. Hussain c. Saunders b. J. Taylor 13 

S. Taylor  b. Spencer 2 

D. Walton Not out  0 

  Extras 12 

  Total 105 

  For 10 

    
 

Bowling 
 
 Overs Maidens Runs Wkts. 

A. Edwards 15 12 9 1 

C. McDuff 6 2 19 1 

C. Saunders 5 1 17 1 

C. Edwards 3 0 7 0 

D. Spencer 9.2 4 16 3 

R. Amar 7 0 31 2 

J. Taylor 2 1 2 2 

 

Result:  Coleshill 1st won by 30 runs. 
 

Hurley failed to capitalise on a good bowling performance at Coleshill on a wicket 
that gave the bowlers a big advantage over the batsmen. Mike Walton called heads 
correctly for the second successive week and invited the hosts to bat first. Dom 
Spencer and Sonny Grover survived the opening half a dozen overs, accumulating 15 
runs before an error of Judgement from Spencer, leaving a delivery from Darryn 
Wright only to see it clip the top of off stump. Grover (41) and skipper Simon 
Pottinger (21) consolidated, adding 43 for the second wicket. Nally Fernando’s first 
two deliveries were pulled for a boundary and a six by Pottinger but Fernando had 
his revenge when the last ball of the over was drilled at Scott Taylor who 
nonchalantly took the catch at mid-on.  Another good partnership between Grover 
and Chris McDuff (6) saw the hosts in a comfortable position at 89 for 2 after 20 
overs. The introduction of the father and son combination Ejaz and Mesome Hussain 
proved to be the turning point of the innings. The young leg spinner dismissed 
McDuff, caught and bowled in his first over and Ejaz followed up with the wicket of 
Grover in the next over. The remaining batsmen all struggled against Ejaz’s variation 
of pace and movement off the pitch. The dismissal of Stay (14) in the 28th over 



precipitated a collapse with the last six wickets falling for 11 runs in six overs. A 
couple of batsmen could count themselves unlucky, with the occasional delivery 
keeping very low, however James Taylor (0) could have no complaints, leaving an 
Ejaz delivery only to see the middle stump knocked back. For the second week in a 
row, the Hurley bowlers had finished off the tail efficiently leaving the batsmen with 
an achievable run chase.  
 
Hurley opted to open their reply with the hard hitting Wright (17) partnering Mike 
Walton (15) and this tactic looked to be succeeding with Wright smashing 16 runs off 
the first two overs. Snowy Edwards pulled things back for Coleshill in his third over 
when Wright played back to a full length delivery and lost his middle peg. Parvinder 
Hunjan became another victim of the wicket, when a delivery from McDuff shot 
along the ground to hit him on the foot, leaving the umpire with no option other 
than to raise the finger. Edwards continued to bowl an excellent line and length 
conceding only 2 runs from his next 12 overs, leaving the batsmen to try and score 
off the other bowlers. With lots of overs in hand, the run rate was never a problem 
but the deteriorating pitch was a worry for the batsmen. Colin Ainger (7) and 
Mesome Hussain (7) both looked to be settling in well before being dismissed to 
leave the visitors on 54 for 4 after 30 overs. Walton became another victim of the 
pitch when Rob Amar’s fourth delivery sneaked under the batsman’s defences. Some 
spirited hitting from Clive Williams (9), Nally Fernando (7), Shobab Riaz (16) and Ejaz 
Hussain (13) gave Hurley some hope, but when James Taylor (2-2) dismissed 
Williams and Hussain within four balls the writing was on the wall. Dom Spencer 
brought the match to a close when Scott Taylor (2) became the third batsman of the 
day to misjudge a leave only to see his stumps shattered. 


